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Abstract: A review of topography in fish culture  in Nigeria part four is aimed at providing more information
to the fish culturist basic principles to design and build fishponds, reservoirs and small dams and use existing
topographical maps. Whenever a line is not horizontal, it has a slope. The slope can be uphill or downhill. Its
sloppiness depends on the difference in height between its points. The slope of the ground affects the
measurement of distance. Ground slope is also very important is the design of fish farms, since it can reduce
the construction cost. Build bottom slopes on canals to allow effective drainage. Build slope in the dykes for
pond and dams .  It is important the orientation vary according to the angle of slope so that there is a minimum
amount of earthwork. It is always best to provide a means of diverting excess water. Ponds on a slope, Layout
of ponds, Measurement of vertical angle and slope, Conversion of slope units in degrees or percentages,
Measurement and calculation of slope, Clinometer, Clisimeter, Optical Clinometer and Plump line are aspects
reviewed in this part.
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INTRODUCTION

All physical features of fish farms depend directly on
the site topography (FAO, 1983). Ground slope is also
very important is the design of fish farms, since it can
reduce the construction cost. These features include the
type, number, size, and shape of the fishponds and how
they are placed in relation to each other. Water supply and
drainage type also depend on the site topography.
Topographical methods guide a detailed site survey and
fish farm design. Ensure a regular adequate water supply.
A Water supply canal with an appropriate size and bottom
slope can solve the problem. Stake out water supply canal
along its centre line. Maintain a definite width, depth and
canal length; and estimate the level of soil to be removed
at each point (FAO, 2002). 

The features include paths, roads, streams, spring,
forest, rocks and buildings. Such a plan is very important
because it provides information on the basic horizontal
and vertical elements of the area, facilitating the fish farm
design. It provides information on the direction of water
flow, position of water supply canal and pond drainage
ditches. This forms the basis for estimating the quantity
and cost of mud to be excavated (FAO, 1994).

Distances are measured in different ways. Long
distances are measured and maintained along a straight

line. Slopes are determined through horizontal distances
rather than ground distance. The best choice for a dam site
is a narrowing valley with sleep slope walls and small
gradient. In the absence of an existing topographical map
to detect such a valley, it can be measured to determine its
suitability for a good dam site. If the best site is chosen,
topographical methods unveil the level of work on site.
Survey the site in the desired plan by measuring the
distances, directions, areas, slopes and heights. Draw a
detailed topographical plan to make these measurements.
The plan shows the position of boundaries, different
heights of land forms such as hills and location of existing
physical features (FAO, 2006). 

Stake out the bottom area of each pond for proper
disposal of the excavated soil. This allows a natural
drainage of all water out from the ponds, for effective fish
harvest and pond management. Stake out the dykes of
each pond and determine where to add or remove soil.
There is need to mark the location, height and width of
each dykes as well as the slopes of their walls.
Perpendicular (crossing) and parallel (side-by-side) lines
can do the job. 

The exact plan of the fish farm need be followed. Do
this by ensuring the position to build each structure.
Check these locations during construction. Height
differences   between different parts of the farm need be
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measured to ensure natural water flow in the right
direction. Water will have to flow from the water source
to the ponds, from pond inlets to the outlets and from the
outlets into drainage ditch, which transports water away
from the farm site (FAO, 1980). 

It is important to learn the use of simple topographic
methods for: 

C Estimating the surface area and water volume of
ponds 

C Determining the water flow system of a steam 
C Using a weir 
C Measuring water head pipes and siphons 
C Dam site selection
C Estimating the volume of a reservoir

Soil quality varies and depends on the topography of
the area. Shallow soil is found on sloppy land and deep
soil is found on flat land, for instance, alluvial soil which
is found in sedimentation plains, contains large amounts
of clay. The clay in this soil aids in water retainsion and
buffers the materials for building of dams. 

Topographical method can be used for maps showing
the different kinds of soil present in an area of land. The
commonly used topographical methods are
reconnaissance surveys and detailed soil surveys (FAO,
2006). 

Most topographical methods are based on lines. Lines
are of two types: 

C  Lines of measurement
C  Lines of sight

Lines of measurement can be horizontal or vertical or
follow the ground level (FAO, 1980). These lines are
clearly plotted in the field with markers to show the exact
path measured. A line of measurement can be: 

C  A straight line drawn in one direction between two
marked end-points

C  A broken line drawn in more than one direction
between two marked points, with each point in the
new direction

C  A curved line, marked like a broken line, but with
closely spaced marker, that clearly follows the curve

A line of sight is an imaginary line starting from the
surveyors’ eye to a fixed point; lines of sight are either
horizontal or oblique (between horizontal and vertical).
Lines of measurement are always plotted on the ground
either as one straight-line or as many interconnected
straight lines. Pegs, small concrete pillars, simple wooden
stakes or ranging poles are used as markers to indicate the
direction of the line (FAO, 1980). 

Lines of sight are straight lines. The reference point
is marked with either a ranging pole or a leveling staff.
Vertical lines of measurement can be formed with a
plumb line. Straight pieces of wooden pegs with diameter
ranging from 3 to 8 cm and length ranging from 0.1 to 1.0
m can be used for pegging the line. Shape the pieces at
one end with a knife to make the ground. Pegs carved
from hard wood last longer and when coated with engine
oil, prevents rotting (FAO, 1994). 

Ranging poles are the most commonly used markers
in topographical surveys. Ranging poles are long, thin
poles used in marking a point on the ground seen from a
distance. A personal ranging pole can easily be prepared
from a wooden pole of length ranging from 2 to 3 m and
thickness 3 to 4 cm. Shape the lower end into a point for
easy penetration into the ground. Cut a slit 5 cm deep into
the topside of the other end. Paint from the top in
alternating red and white sections to the end of the pole.

A ranging pole can be sighted from a long distance.
Fasten two small flags of different colors, one above the
other, near the pole top. A 15×25 cm piece of white
cardboard in the slit at the pole top can also be used.
Ranging poles are driven vertically into the ground. Walk
few steps backwards and watch to ensure that the poles
are vertical. Walk one-quarter the distance around the
pole and check from the side for straightness. Adjust it
until both front and side views are vertical (FAO, 2002).

A ranging pole can be centered over a marker and
placed in position for a period of time. This can be done
using a series of guys. Guys are ropes or wires tied around
the poles and fastened to pegs in the soil. Guys can also
be used with poles on hard soil, difficult to drive deep in
a vertical position. Apart from wooden pegs, iron pegs
made of cut pieces of iron rod or tube of diameter ranging
from 1.3 to 2.0 cm, and long wire nails can be used. Iron
pegs last longer than wooden pegs, but are more
expensive and less portable for fieldwork. Mark any long-
term reference point with a small, upright pillar made of
concrete. Such pillars should range from 15 to 30 cm2 and
10 to 60 cm high. The pillars can be placed on a small
concrete base built on the site. The peg or pillar need
marked point for accurate measurements because; the
marked point determines the measurement position or
measurement instrument placement position. A nail can
be driven into the flat top of the wooden peg or set a nail
into the concrete pillar top (FAO, 2006). 

In this part: Ponds on a slope, Layout of ponds,
Measurement of vertical angle and slope, Conversion of
slope units in degrees or percentages, Measurement and
calculation of slope, Clinometer, Clisimeter, Optical
Clinometer, and Plump line are reviewed to provide more
information to the fish culturist basic principles to design
and build fishponds, reservoirs and small dams and use
existing topographical maps.
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Fig. 1: Diversion ponds built on a slope

Fig. 2: More than one pond with share structures

METHODOLOGY

Ponds on a slope: If diversion ponds are built on a slope,
their orientation should vary according to the angle of
slope so that there is a minimum amount of earthwork
(Fig. 1): slope 0.5-1.5%: The length of rectangular ponds
should be perpendicular to the contour lines, i.e. the ponds

should run downhill so that the floor of the pond will
follow the natural slope, and no excavation will be needed
to make the deeper part of the ponds; slope greater than
1.5%: The length of rectangular ponds should be parallel
to the contour fines, i.e. the ponds run perpendicular to the
slope. Make the ponds narrower as the slope increases
(Amarnighe, 1987).
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Fig. 3: Ways of laying out ponds

F i g .  4 : Means of diverting excess water

If  there  is  more  than one pond, share structures
(Fig. 2) such as dikes, feeder canals or drains. To reduce
costs, keep the length of the canals and drains as short as
possible (Ajana, 2003).

Layout of ponds:  Lay out your fish ponds in one of the
following ways (Fig. 3):

C In series: Ponds depend on each other for their water
supply, the water running from the upper ponds to the
lower ponds.

C In parallel: Ponds are independent from each other,
each pond being supplied directly from the feeder
canal. Water has not been used after passing through
another pond. This layout is to be preferred
(Wilco0x, 1985). 

It is always best to provide a means of diverting
excess water (Fig. 4). In the case of barrage ponds, a
diversion canal can carry the water around the pond to a
point downstream from the barrage:

C For diversion ponds, the excess water is simply
allowed to flow in the natural stream bed instead of
in the feeder canal

C All feeder canals should end in a drain, so that any
excess water in the canal can be discharged away
from the pond (Glover, 1986).  With several rows of
ponds, it is always best to arrange feeder and
drainage canals to serve a row of ponds on both sides
of the canals (Hem, 1989). 

Measurement of vertical angle and slope: A vertical
angle is angle formed by two connected lines in vertical
plane between a low and two higher points. Since these
angles are in the vertical plane, the lines that form them
will be lines of sight. A vertical angle BAC can be formed
by the line of sight AB from station A on a river bank to
a higher water pump installation, and the line of sight
from station A to a much higher water storage tank.
Whenever a line is not horizontal, it has a slope. The slope
can be uphill or downhill. Its sloppiness depends on the
difference in height between its points (FAO, 1983).
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The slope of the ground affects the measurement of
distance. Ground slope is also very important is the design
of fish farms, since it can reduce the construction cost.
Build bottom slopes on canals to allow effective drainage.
Build slope in the dykes for pond and dams (FAO, 1994).
The slope of a line is called the gradient it may be defined
as:

C  Change in vertical distance or elevation over a given
horizontal distance, or change in horizontal distance
or elevation over a given vertical distance

C  Vertical angle made by the sloping line and a
horizontal line

The slope of a line can be expressed in various ways:
C  As a percentage of number of meters of change in

elevation over a horizontal distance of 100 m written
either as a percentage of a decimal value in
hundredths

C  In degrees, as measurement of the vertical angle
made by slope and the horizontal plane. Remember
that:

B Degrees are subdivided into 60 minutes each minute
equaling 60 sec (60º)

B A right angle equals 90º and a slope is measured
between 0° (horizontal) and 90º (vertical)

As a ratio, showing the change in horizontal distance
(X) per unit of vertical distance or the change in vertical
distance (Y) per unit of horizontal distance, in one of the
following ways:

C  The change in horizontal distance (X meters) per one
meter of vertical distance. This can express the slope
of the sides of dykes and canals

C  The changes in vertical distance (X millimeters or X
can express the length - wise slope of a pond bottom
or water pipe (such as 3 cm/m)

C  The change in horizontal distance (X units) per unit
of vertical distance. This can express the lengthwise
slope of a pipeline (such as 1 in 300)

Conversion of slope units in degrees or percentages:
Depending on the instrument used for direct slope
measurement there can be needed to convert percentages
of slope into degrees and vice versa. Table 1 expresses
such conversion.

From the table:
C  1º is about 1.75%
C  1% is about 0.35!
C  45º slope equals 100% slope
C  Remember that 60 min = degree or 60 sec = 1 min

Example: 
C A slope of 17% is approximately equal to (10+5+2)

Percent which is equivalent to 5º42! 40" + 2º51! 40"
= 8º101!120" = 8º103! = 9º43! 

C A slope of 90 43! is approximately equal to (9° + 30!
+15!) Which is equivalent to (15.84+0.87+0.44)% =
17.15 or 17%.

Measurement and calculation of slope: Slope can be
determined using two methods.  The slope can be
measured directly using one of the devices in Table 2.
Table 2 also compared the various methods (FAO, 2006).
Select the best.

The gradient is read (in degrees or in percent) from
the instruments without making any further calculation.
Alternatively, the slope can be calculated by measuring
the ground level difference (in meters) between two points
along the steepest part of the slope (the axis), using one of
the devices. Calculate the slope expressed as a percentage
(FAO, 2002).

To calculate the slope, proceed as follows:
C  Along the axis of the slope. Measure the difference

in level AC between two marked points A and B

Table 1. Conversion of slope units in degrees or percentages
From percentages to degrees From degrees to percent
--------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Percent Degrees/ min / sec Degrees Percent Degree Percent
0.5 0º17!10" 0.25(15!) 0.44 11 19.44
1 0º35! 0.50 (30!) 0.87 12 21.26
2 1º08!40" 0.75 (45!) 1.31 13 23.09
5 2°51!40" 1 1.75 14 24.93
10 5°42!40" 2 3.49 15 26.79
20 11°18!36" 3 5.24 16 28.68
30 16°42! 4 6.99 17 30.57
40 21°48! 05" 5 8.75 18 32.49
50 26°33! 55" 6 10.51 19 34.43
100 45° 7 12.28 20 36.40

8 14.05 30 57.74
9 15.84 40 83.91
10 17.63 45 100

FAO (2002)
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Table 2. Measurement methods for vertical angles and slopes 
Method Accuracy Remark Equipment
Clinometers model 182 Low Quick and rough estimate sleep slope hand held instrument Home made clinometer
Clinometer model 3 Low to medium  Fixed in the ground direct reading in percent Home made clinometer
Clinometer 4 Low to medium  Fixed in the ground small, easy to make direct reading in percent Home made clinometer
Clisimeter Low Quick and rough direct reading in percent Lyre clisimeter
Optical Clinometer Medium to high Quick, rather good estimate, direct reading in degrees and percent Optical clinometer
Miscellaneous leveling device Medium to high Requires distance measurement, best estimates for small Various

gradients with good levels 
FAO (2006)

Fig. 5: A simple clinometers

C Measure the horizontal distance CB between point A
and B

C Calculate the slope (S) = 100 AC divided by CB

To make the calculation easier:
C  Fix the horizontal distances CB at 100 m implying

that S% = AC m
C  Fix the horizontal distance CB at 10 m instead

implying that S% = 10AC m

Remember to measure the horizontal distance by
measuring the distance AB (in meters) on the ground
between point A and B.  Measure the average ground
slope (S) in degrees between point A and B. If the slope
is measured in percent, convert it into degrees. Enter the
average slope S (in degrees) as in Table 2, to obtain the
value of cosine S. If the slope does not correspond to any
of the angle values given in the table, calculate CosS
using the proportional parts (Table 3). Calculate the
horizontal distance AC (in meters) using the formula:

AC = AB Cos S 

The method used depends on the factors: 
C Accuracy of result needed, Equipment available
C Site terrain

Clinometer: This instrument (Fig. 5) measures both
slopes and vertical angles. There are various types, each
made of a graduated arc similar to a protractor. To use the
Clinometer, hold it in the hand and read the slope against
the arc. Refer to a free hanging plumb line called the
pendulum. There is a line of sight on the top of the

Clinometer. Four models are described below (http//
upload.wikimedia.org/Wikipedia/commons/d/d8clinom
eterlow.jpg):

Model 1: Provide a protractor with a 0° to 90° scale. The
protractor should be fairly large to provide reasonable
accuracy. To produce a protractor, draw a large 0° to 90°
protractor. To do this, produce a piece of string and tie a
pencil along the string. Hold the string at this point on the
center point A of the protractor. With the string stretched
tightly, draw an arc with the pencil above the rounded
edge. Add graduation. Glue the protractor to a piece of
thin wooden board or plywood and cut carefully along its
outline (FAO, 2006).

Attach a plumb line to small nail driven into the
center point A of the protractor. Make the plumb line with
a thin piece of string ranging from 35 to 40 cm and a
small weight (a heavy nut or small stone). Glue a 30 cm
sighting device along the 90° side of the protractor (FAO,
1994). 

When adjusting the home made clinometer, measure
the vertical distance from the eye level to the ground.
Measure the same vertical distance on a wall and mark it
clearly. Mark this vertical distance clearly on a pole or
staff for sighting. Obtain a straight pole whose length is
equal to the eye level plus 25 cm. For example, if the eye
level is 145 cm, the pole should be 145 cm + 25 cm = 170
cm. Make a sharp point at one end and drive it into the
ground until the top of the pole is at the eye level.
Carefully mark the point where the pole enters the
ground, called the reference level. When the pole is used,
always drive it up to the line. To make the top of the pole
more visible mark it with bright-colored paint or clothe.
Sight the top of the pole (FAO, 2002).

Stand on horizontal ground 15 pieces in front of the
mark and aim at it through the sighting device on the
Clinometer. Check that the plumb line string indicates 0°,
the Clinometer is ready for use.

Sighting either uphill or downhill with the
Clinometer, measure a slope by moving the protractor
around. Take a position with the Clinometer. Make sure
to stand up straight to maintain the high level. 

Sight a point. This point should be:   
C  At eye level; use the pole or staff prepared; making

sure that it is vertical.
C  Not more than 30 m; a shorter distance (15-20 m)

improves   the   measurement   accuracy   with   the
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Table 3: Cosine values of angles (d = Degrees, m minutes, Cos = Cosine X = difference) main table
d M Cos x d M Cos x d M Cos x

0 0.9786 1 9 20 0.9868 5 40 0.9628 7
10 0.9985 2 30 0.9863 5 40 0.9628 7

3 20 0.9983 3 40 0.9858 5 50 0.9621 8
30 0.9981 1 50 0.9853 5 0 0.9613 8
40 0.9980 2 0 0.9848 5 10 0.9605 9
50 0.9978 3 10 10 0.9843 5 20 0.9596 8
0 0.9976 2 20 0.9838 6 16 30 0.9588 8
10 0.9974 3 30 0.9833 40 0.9580 8
20 0.9971 2 40 0.9827 5 50 0.9572 9

4 30 0.9969 2 50 0.9922 6 0 0.9563 8
40 0.9967 3 0 0.9816 5 10 0.9555 9
50 0.9964 2 11 10 0.9811 6 17 20 0.9546 9
0 0.9962 3 20 0.9805 6 30 0.9537 9
10 0.9959 2 30 0.9799 6 40 0.9528 8
20 0.9957 3 40 0.9793 6 50 0.9520 9

5 30 0.9954 3 50 0.8787 6 0 0.9511 8
40 0.9951 3 0 0.9781 6 10 0.9502 10
50 0.9948 3 10 0.9775 6 18 20 0.9492 9   
0 0.9945 3 12 20 0.9769 6 30 0.9483 9
10 0.9942 3 30 0.9763 6 40 0.9474 9

6 20 0.9939 3 40 0.9757 7 50 0.9465 10
30 0.9936 4 50 0.9750 6 0 0.9455 9
40 0.9932 3 0 0.9744 7 19 10 0.9446 10
50 0.9929 4 10 0.9737 7 20 0.9436 10
0 0.9925 3 20 0.9730 6 30 0.9426 9
10 0.9922 4 13 30 0.9724 7 40 0.9417 10
20 0.9918 4 40 0.9717 7 50 0.9407 10

7 30 0.9914 4 50 0.9710 7 20 0 0.9397
40 0.9911 4 0 0.9703 7
50 0.9907 4 10 0.9696 7
0 0.9903 4 20 0.9689 8
10 0.9899 5 14 30 0.9681 7

8 20 0.9894 4 40 0.9674 7
30 0.9890 4 50 0.9667 8
40 0.9886 5 60 0.9659 7
50 0.9881 4 10 0.9652 8
0 0.9877 5 15 20 0.9644 8
10 0.9872 4

Table of proportional parts P Cos difference x
m 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 m
1 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 0.10 1
2 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2
3 0.3 0.6 0.9 1.2 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 3
4 0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 2.0 2.4 2.8 3.2 3.6 4.0 4
5 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5
6 0.6 1.2 1.8 2.4 3.0 3.6 4.2 4.8 5.4 6.0 6
7 0.7 1.4 2.1 2.8 3.5 4.2 4.4 5.6 6.3 7.0 7
8 0.8 1.6 2.4 3.2 4.0 4.8 5.6 6.4 7.2 8.0 8
9 0.9 1.8 2.7 3.6 4.5 5.4 6.3 7.2 8.1 9.0 9
Example: To calculate intermediate Cosine values using the proportional parts, for Cos 7º38! proceed as follow:
C From the main Table, calculate Cos 7°30! = 0.9914
C Obtain the difference between this value  and next value, X = 3 
C Find column 3 in Table of proportional parts, P
C Move down this column to line m = 8, to find p = 2.4
C Subtract from the last number (4) of the value read from the main Table, 0.9914- 0.00024 = 0.99116. This is Cos 7°38!

 Clinometer in sighting position, press the plumb line
with the finger against the bottom scale. Be careful
not to move the plumb line from its vertical position.
Read the scale at the point where the plumb line
intersects the degree graduation. This reads the slope

in degrees. Convert the result from degrees to
percent.

Mode 2: Another type of Clinometer can be produced
from wood or metal. This model also contains a plumb
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line but the slope reference scale is given in percent. Cut
a 51 cm × 51 cm square board from a piece of wood or
build one from strips of wood or metal.

C  If the board is cut from wood, use apiece heavy
enough to prevent warping. Plywood or particle
board 1. 5 directions to 2.0 cm thick is adequate for
use.

C  If the board is square built, carefully join wooden
strips at the corners. Brace them at the back with
diagonal wooden strips. Securely weld metal strips
together.

Provide a sighting line along the upper edge of the square:

C  If the board is made of wood, make a sighting line by
driving a finishing nail (small headed) into the top
edge of the board at a point 2 cm in, for each vertical
edge. To make sure the nails are at the same height,
place a block of wood 1.5 to 2.0 cm thick next to the
first nail, and drive the nail in, so that it is in line with
the top of a block. Move the measuring block to the
other end and use the same method for the second
nail (FAO, 2006).

C  If the board is made of metal, make a sighting line by
gluing or welding two nails metal points by gluing or
welding two nails or metal points on the top edge of
the board. Be certain that the nails are at the same
height.

Provide a center point to hang a plumb line. Put a mark on
the board 1 cm down from the top edge and 1 cm from the
sighting point furthest from the eye.  If the board is
wooden, drive a nail to the mark. If it is metal, weld a
small nail to the mark or drill a hole through it. Make a
plumb line 65 cm long, using a piece of thin string, and a
heavy weight. A plumb bob (a small lead weight)
substitutes the weight for the plumb line, but in the
absence of one, any object with a similar weight evenly
distributed from a single point can be used. A heavy nut
or washer, or a wooden disk with a hole in the center will
serve the purpose (FAO, 2002).

Attach the plumb line to the holes or nail at the center
point of the board. Loosely attach a ruler graduated in
centimeters along the bottom edge of the board. Use large
clips or tie the ruler with string. Position the ruler so that
its zero graduation is directly under the center point.
Make sure that the distance between the center point of
the plumb line and the zero mark on the bottom edge of
the ruler is 50 cm.

To adjust the Clinometer, aim the board aligned at
eye level. Standing straight and looking along the board’s
upper edge, align the two sighting points with the mark.
The sighting line should be horizontal while the plumb
line should be vertical. Put the thumb on the plumb line to

hold it against the ruler at the bottom on the board and
check to see if the line is at zero. If it is not, adjust the
position of the ruler so that the zero graduation and the
plumb line fall in line. Check to see that the Clinometer is
aligned correctly. When it is, glue or nail the ruler firmly
in place (FAO, 2002). The Clinometer is now ready for
use.

Both uphill and downhill slopes can be measured
with the Clinometer in the following ways:

C  To measure uphill slopes, the plumb line should be at
the edge of the board furthest from the eye when
sighting

C  To measure downhill slopes, the plumb line should
be at the edge of the board nearest to the eye when
sighting

Place a pole or a staff clearly marked at eye level on
a point easily seen. This is usually 15 to 20 cm away. Aim
the Clinometer at the marked end. When the plumb
linestops swinging, press it with the finger to the ruler at
the bottom. Be careful not to move the plumb line   from
its vertical position. Read the graduation (in centimeters)
at this point. Since every centimeter on the ruler equals
2% of slope, calculate the slope as percentage by
multiplying the number of centimeters read on the
graduation by 2.

Example: If 2.5 cm was read on the ruler, the slope can
be estimated thus; 2.5cm × 2 = 5.0 cm.   

Model 3: This is more complex to construct, but it is
more accurate. It is also easier to handle when measuring
on soft ground because it is easy to drive in the supporting
staff. To construct the supporting staff, provide a straight
stick or a piece of wood 2 m long. Shape one of its ends
into a point; so that it can easily be driven into the ground.
Mark a line at 25 cm from the pointed end to show the
depth of staff driven in (FAO, 1983). 

Provide three pieces of wood exactly the same, 40 cm
long, 4 to 5 cm wide and 1cm thick. Secure them tightly
together with nails or screws to form a triangle with three
equal sides. Prepare a ruler graduated in millimeters.
Provide a piece of wood 25 cm long, 4 cm wide and 0.25
cm thick. Mark the center with 0, mark graduations from
the center point up to 100 mm on either side. Loosely
attach the ruler to one of the triangle sides with string or
clips (FAO, 1983).

On the same side of the triangle, make a sighting
device. Drive two nails vertically into the side near each
of its ends. Make sure the nails are at the center of the
triangle’s summit opposite the zero point of the ruler.
Attach the triangle near the top of the supporting staff
with a nail. Make sure that the triangle remains free to
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swing around that axis. Prepare the plumb line 40 cm
long. Attach it to the nail at the center of the triangle
summit (FAO, 1983).

In adjusting the clinometer, drive the supporting staff,
vertically into horizontal ground until the reference level
marked above its pointed end is reached. Measure the
vertical distance between the ground and the sighting line
of the clinometer. This distance should be 130 cm.
Prepare a pole or staff that shows the height. The height
of the sighting line for the clinometer can be different
from the eye level. From 15 paces away, make a mark on
a wall set at the same height measured. Aim with the
sighting line at the mark (FAO, 1980).

Adjust the position of the ruler so that its 0
graduation lines up with the plumb line. Check again for
sighting line accuracy and adjust the 0 graduation needed.
Glue or nail the ruler firmly in the position on the triangle.
The clinometer is now ready for use. Measure the distance
(in centimeters) between the point of attachment of the
plumb line and the intersection with the plumb line. The
distance should be 32 cm, and is the standard distance D
of the Clinometer. Be sure to measure D precisely (FAO,
1980).

Uphill and downhill slopes can be measured by
reading the appropriate one of the two scales. Place a pole
or staff clearly marked at the sighting line level on a point
B of the slope measured 15 to 20 cm away. At point A,
drive the clinometer support vertically into the ground,
down to the reference level. With the sighting line aimed
at the mark on the pole or staff. To do this, slowly swing
the triangle around the nail at its top until marked level is
sighted (FAO, 1980).

When the sighting line is level with the mark, press
the plumb line with the finger against the ruler. Be careful
not to move the plumb line from its vertical position.
Read the graduation N (in millimeters) on the ruler at the
point the plumb - line intersects the sighting line. If the
standard distance of the clinometer is D (in centimeters),
calculate the ground slopes % as;

S% = 0 N/D  

Example: If D = 32 cm and a graduation of 4.8 cm = 48
mm was red on the clinometer, the slope is equal to:

(10×48)/32 = 15%

Model 4: This clinometer model is similar in principle to
model 3, but modified, smaller, easier to construct and
provides direct slope record. Further calculation is
unnecessary and can also be used to measure vertical
angles. Provide a small piece of thin wooden board 14×21
cm. Plywood is the best material. On the board, glue a
sheet of square ruled millimeter paper. Let its printed
lines be parallel to the sides of the board. Draw a line AB

parallel to the edge of the board and 1.5 cm from it. Find
the center of line AB and mark it C. From this point,
layout perpendicular CD, which should measure 10cm.
Adapt any method discussed earlier or use the line as a
guide. Divide these two distances into millimeters and
mark the main graduations (FAO, 1983).

Make a plumb line 17 cm long, using very thin
thread, such as a nylon fishing line and a small weight.
Drive in a small nail at point C on the board and hang the
plumb line from it. Drill a hole for a wood screw slightly
below the nail at K on line CD.  Make a sighting line
along line AB. To do this, drive thin nails in, at point A
and B.  Alternatively provide two metal strips cut from a
tin. Cut small V shaped notches out of one end of each
strip. Bend the other end for the attachment of the
perpendicular to the board, screw them to points A and B.
Make sure that the V notches are directly over the two
marked points A and B. Align these V notches with line
AB (FAO,1983).

Provide a wooden staff 2 m long to use as support
and mark a point on the bottom end.  Loosely attach the
Clinometer board near the top of the staff with a screw
through the hole K on line CD. Tighten the screw head to
turn below the surface of the board to safeguard the
plumb line of the supporting staff, showing the depth
needed to drive it into the ground at each station. Measure
the distance between the reference lines and sighting line
AB. Prepare a pole or staff with a reference line and a
sighting line at the same height as line AB. This can be
the sighting pole (FAO, 1980).

The clinometer can measure a slope in percent up hill
or down hill slopes. Place the sighting pole prepared on
point Y of the measured slope 15 - 20 cm away. Drive it
in vertically up to the reference line. At point X, drive the
Clinometer support vertically into the ground up to the
reference line. With the sighting line, aim at the mark on
the sighting pole. Rotate the board around its screw until
the marked level is sighted. Read the graduation in
millimeters. This gave this the slope in percent. Check
carefully to see that the plumb line hangs freely from its
support. The board should rotate without obstructing the
vertical position of the plumb line.  The Clinometer can
also measure a vertical angle in degrees.  If a vertical
angle must be measured in degree instead of a slope, use
the model 4 Clinometer.  However, use the curved scale
GH rather than the bottom scale (FAO, 1980).

Clisimeter: The clisimeter is a simple instrument for
measuring horizontal distance. It can also be used to
measure a slope or a vertical angle. Its accuracy is 10
percent and is more frequently used for rough estimates.
The lyre clisimeter is a commonly used, model. It is made
up to a sighting device, an attached ring, and a weight,
shaped like a pear, which keeps the Clisimeter in vertical
position when hung form its ring. The instrument folds
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neatly into the weight for transport. When looked through
the sighting device, three scales can be seen. The central
scale is used to measure horizontal distance. The other
two scales are used to measure vertical angles and slopes.
The left scale is graduated in per thousand (‰) or tenths
of percent (%) (FAO, 1983). 

100 on the scale % = 10%
5% = 50 on the scale %

Examples:
15 per thousand = 15 ÷10 = 1.5%
35 per thousand = 35 ÷ 10 = 3.5%
150 per thousand = 150 ÷ 10 = 15%
7 per thousand = 7 ÷ 10 = 0.7%

The right scale is graduated is grades (G), a unit of
measurement yet in use. A full circle is divided into 400
grades. Degrees continue in use. There are 360o in a full
circle. The left scale is graduated from zero in two
opposing directions:

C  Above zero are the positive graduation (+) for
measuring uphill slopes

C  Below zero is the negative graduation (-) for
measuring downhill slopes

The clisimeter can measure slopes. It can be used with or
without an assistant. When working alone, a pointed stake
clearly marked at two levels is needed:

C  The reference level above the pointed bottom
showing the depth to which the stake will be driven
into the soil

C  The eye level, which is the vertical measurement
from the reference level to eye level

It is best to have the eye level at the top of the stake
when working with an assistant, a simple rod marked at
eye level can also be used, but it will be faster to use the
assistant instead of a rod. To do this, determine the point
on the assistant at the same level as your eyes and sight at
the point instead.

Place the marked stake at point B on the slope
measured and let the assistant walk to point B, either with
or without a marked rod.  At point A, 10 to 15 cm away
hang the clisimeter vertically from your left fore- finger
and bring the sitting device up to your left eye.  Make sure
to stand up straight to maintain your eye level (FAO,
2002).

While looking at the marked level with the sighting
right eye read the graduation on the left scale of the
sighting devices. The slope measured is expressed in per
thousand. For easier reading of the graduation, move your
head slightly from right to left. The graduation will seem

Fig. 6: A plumb ball (http//upload.wikimedia.org/
Wikipedia/commons/9/9d/plumb bob.jpg)

to extend out of the instrument into the landscape. Read
the graduation corresponding to the marked level. 

The clisimeter can layout a slope. An assistant is
needed for this method. Sight with graduation on the left
scale, which correspond to the slope at the marked level
corresponding to the height of your eyes. The assistant
should move the marked rod forward or backward until
the eye level is equal with the Clisimeter graduation. The
assistant should mark the point on the ground with a stake
when the rod is properly aligned. Walk to the stake and
repeat the procedures.  For accuracy, hang of the
Clisimeter at a fixed height from a stick. Remember to
adjust the marked level on the rod to the height for it to be
done (FAO, 2006).

Optical clinometer: An optical Clinometer is a precise
pocket instrument for measuring vertical angles and
estimating tree heights. Foresters commonly use it. It can
also be used to measure slopes quickly, with a method
similar to that described for the Clisimeter. When looked
through the Clinometer sighting device, a cross hair and
two scales can be seen. The left scale graduated in
degrees and the right scale is graduated in percent. Both
scales have positive (+) section that measures uphill
slopes and negative (-) section that measured downhill
slopes. With both eyes open, sight with an eye through the
optical Clinometer. Move it until the cross hair lines up
with the Clinometer. Lined up in the position, read the
graduation at the cross hair (FAO, 1994).

Plumb line: A plumb line is a simple device (Fig. 6),
which forms a vertical line. The concept in plumb line is
based on the fact that any heavy objects falls vertically,
making a 90° angle with the horizontal plane at ground
level. In a plumb line, a fairly heavy object, the plumb, is
attached to the end of a thin line. When the plumb hangs
freely without moving, the line is vertical.

A simple plumb line can be made from:
C  A thin line 50 cm long, such as a piece of string,

cotton thread or nylon fishing line
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C  A small but heavy object, such as a stone, metal nut
or fishing lead

An improved plumb line can be constructed for
buildings and other constructions. Start with a 10 cm
square piece of wood or heavy metal. Find the center of
the square piece by drawing two diagonal lines on it. Drill
a small hole through the point of intersection (FAO,
1983).

To make the plumb, provide a heavy solid block of
wood (red cajou) or metal. The largest side of this block
should be 10 cm maximum. Shape the block into a cane.
If the block is wooden, drive a small nail into the center
welded to a point. Attach the end of a thin line 1m long to
nail or hook on the block and pass the other end through
the center hole of the wooden or metal square piece. Fix
the line on the other side of the hole either by tying it into
a heavy knot or a small piece of wooden or metal (a nut)
on its end. The dimensions of the plumb line can be
changed depending on available materials. The line can be
longer if necessary (FAO, 2002).

Remember that a free plumb line hangs vertically. A
simple plumb line can be used to see a vertical wall. To
do this, hold the top end of the plumb line close to the
wall and check to see if the distance between the wall and
the top end of the line is equal to the distance between the
wall and the center of the weight at the bottom. It is easier
to check the distance if the weight is pointed on the
bottom (FAO, 2006).

CONCLUSION

Ponds on a slope, Layout of ponds, Measurement of
vertical angle and slope, Conversion of slope units in
degrees or percentages, Measurement and calculation of
slope, Clinometer, Clisimeter, Optical Clinometer, and
Plump line are more information the fish culturist need to
know as basic principles to design and build fishponds,
reservoirs and small dams and use existing topographical
maps.
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